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shiphandling for the mariner answers shiphandling for the mariner ebook downloadQ: Sort the array
of objects by current time in ascending order I have an array of objects and I want to sort it by

current time. So my array is something like this: let arr: [ExampleObject] = [ ExampleObject(type: 2,
title: "S", picture: "0124", description: "picture", lastUpdatedDate: "1/1/2019 6:00 PM", id: 54),

ExampleObject(type: 2, title: "s", picture: "0124", description: "picture", lastUpdatedDate: "1/1/2019
6:00 PM", id: 56), ExampleObject(type: 1, title: "S", picture: "0123", description: "picture",

lastUpdatedDate: "1/2/2019 9:00 AM", id: 58), ExampleObject(type: 1, title: "S", picture: "0123",
description: "picture", lastUpdatedDate: "1/2/2019 9:00 AM", id: 59), ExampleObject(type: 1, title:

"s", picture: "0123", description: "picture", lastUpdatedDate: "1/2/2019 9:00 AM", id: 57),
ExampleObject(type: 1, title: "S", picture: "0123", description: "picture", lastUpdatedDate: "1/3/2019

1:00 AM", id: 60), ExampleObject(type: 1, title: "s", picture: "0123", description: "picture",
lastUpdatedDate: "1/3/2019 1:00 AM", id: 61), ExampleObject(type: 1, title: "S", picture: "0123",
description: "picture", lastUpdatedDate: "1/3/2019 1:00 AM", id: 62) ] As you can see this array

contains objects of type "1" and "2" and its all the objects with type 1 are coming one after another
and with type 2 objects are coming in different order. So I want to sort the array by last updated date

and the latest objects should appear at the top of the array. I am c6a93da74d
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